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About This Game

It's time to build nine of the most intriguing structures throughout history! Match runes to break blocks and uncover the lock
and keystone for each round. Rotate the cube face to move your keystone along the pathways you've created to reach each

level's lock and conquer all six sides!

Once you've mastered the faces of the outer cube, move to the inner cube where you'll attain pieces to build your compass.
Build all nine amazing wonders, and you'll uncover the hidden city with the help of your map and compass. Don't miss this

incredible and innovative chapter in 7 Wonders!

Ground-breaking rotatable game board!
Cool pathway puzzles to solve on each level
Revolving board enhances power-up strength
Nine all-new Wonders to build
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Great game, Developers still putting effort into making it better. Fun puzzle game, powers make it interesting. Easy to get
started, hard to master. Makes you think a bit when you get near the end. I will probably put another 20 hours in later on, lots of
other games to play for now.

My rating 8\/10 - AKA great game for price.. Fun time waster
Just needs a way to adjust the volume of the music, maybe a way to change tracks and that's about it
. I just finished this game.
Nice concept, but terribly poor execution.

They say that, during the end credits, if you turn up the volume and there's quiet in your room, you can hear the game
whispering 'PLS KILL ME :('

4/10. Cool pretty game. I know this guys myself - and know how they did everything qualitatively. I recommend!. **This is a
temporary review** August 10, 2018

Currently, I am unable to run Quick Drive on this route. The game actually freezes upon loading, crashing, and causing me to
exit altogether. I am afraid to try career scenarios. I am glad I bought this on sale because I liked this route while it worked. I
will update this review if\/when it is fixed. Very disappointed in DTG. i like it, it has great potential!
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One of the best tower defense games in my opinion. Only one that beats this is Kingdom Rush. The game is a bit simpler but has
enough variety and things happening to do to keep you entertained. If you enjoy tower defense games, this is a must have. It's
practically a steal for $5. Especially if it's on sale.. Common Path (free version) Review

Dies irae ~Amantes amentes~ (i'll note as DI for short) has many problems, first of which comes with the name that roughly
translates from Latin as: "The Day of Wrath Hymn: Lunatic Lovers". If you thought the title was incomprehensible, you are in
for a treat. I have played through the common path storyline and found the game to be nonsensical from top to bottom.

Combine WWII era Nazis, Latin verses, the French Revolution, Christianity, the Knights of the Round Table, sacrificial cults,
magic and a typical high school anime and you get this game. DI comes across as trying TOO hard to reference all these things
at once, as if doing so will invoke some kind of intellectual prowess in the story. DI is like that friend who acts smart by
recalling obscure facts and quoting famous lines, only to fail to put this knowledge into any meaningful context.

It took me until Chapter 2 roughly two hours in to understand what is even going on in this game. I played my fair share of VNs,
so this took me completely by surprise. It also doesn't help that the game jumps from 3rd person to 1st person constantly. The
prologue is an extended piece of blabbering confusing writing. Chapter 1 starts off bewildering, but manages to be decent with
its' anime high school parts. Chapter 2 is when the story actually goes somewhere and is the turning point of whether you should
continue to play this game.

I should have stopped right there with DI but I played past Chapter 2, due to curiosity where this game will go. The good news is
that it does get better, but in a world with so many VNs and so little time; the effort I spent to go through this game was not
worth my time. By the end of the common path, my thoughts on DI is the following: this is your typical high school anime
where the protagonist is an orphan, becomes the "chosen one" with magical powers and has to defeat an evil force bent on
killing everyone. There's also a cast of attractive female characters who literally fall for the protag without him even trying. I get
it. DI is a VN and a lot of VNs are like that.

I can't recommend this game because there are other VN or VN type games that are much better than DI:

- You want high school anime - play CLANNAD
- You want deep complex storylines - play Steins;Gate
- You like blood/gore - play The Nonary Games series
- You don't like spending 2 hours just to know WTF is going on - play planetarian ~the reverie of a little planet~. I used to work
in Retail and all i could think was "buy something or GTFO"..

Looking forward to this developing in future.

8\/10

. i bought this dlc but it;s not giving it to me

. Rocksmith but for the soprano recorder! I bought a soprano recorder baroque just for this game (they are very cheap) and now
I am learning very quickly and easily how to play some tunes (without having to read sheet music). Very cool game and very
cheap. I hope they add more songs!. This game.... Well, I will mention something that I haven't seen anyone else mention yet.
The game was a pain in the butt to get to work. My PC is made to play games, but this game was a nightmare to get to work
right, the inventory didn't work, at first, I had to scrap 3 videos because the game was so bugged I couldn't finish it.

But, once I did get it to work, I had a pretty fun time with the game, the music is tense at moments and can get you a little
uneasy. The puzzles were pretty interesting, the ending was... Dissapointing... To say the least.. This game taught me how to be a
baller. The game is boring after 12 minutes all you do is ram trains into other trains and run over random houses not my idea of
a fun time.. it has gary coleman shooting a gun 10\/10. I loved this movie, great workout!
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